
The Area 28 Archives: 
Bill W. spiritually mandated the Archival movement in 
1957. Nell Wing, Bill's longtime secretary, was the fellow-
ships' first Archivist at the General Service Office. The Gen-
eral Service Area 28 Archives officially began on January 1, 
1992, with its first Area Archivist Lee Nickerson appoint-
ment, and was named to the Area position by the Area 28 
Committee at its December 1st meeting in 1991. The Gen-
eral Service Area 28 Archives is a repository for official and 
unofficial records that document GSA 28 of Alcoholics 
Anonymous history. These include minutes of the proceed-
ings of the area assembly and service committees, papers 
of past delegates and trustees and personal collections, 
manuscripts, correspondence, publications, photographs, 
and memorabilia related to the origin and development of 
AA in the Maine area. The Area 28 Archives Committee 
should care for these records permanently and provide 
proper facilities and procedures to ensure their preserva-
tion. In July of 2020, a request from Michelle Mirza, Archi-
vist of the GSO Archives Department, went out to all Archi-
vists looking for assistance in updating the Archives Work-
book. "The trustees' Archives Committee has asked us to 
reach out to you for your experience about current activi-
ties for possible use in a revised "Shared Experiences" sec-
tion in the Archives Workbook." In March of this year, 
Michelle from the GSO Archives Department informed Ar-
ea 28 Archivist that, at the January 2021 meeting of the 
trustee's Archives Committee, our submittal had selected, 
amongst others, included the new Archives Workbook. 
Below is what the Area 28 Archives Committee submitted 
to the General Service Office. Area 28 Archives Shared Ex-
perience · Service structure: is your Area or District ar-
chives? I am the Area 28 Archivist; this is an Area struc-
tured archives. Collection scope and collection policy: Do 
you have one (or both)? What type of materials are collect-
ed? The current Area 28 Archives committee is reviewing 
and revising its collection scope and policy. We have digital 
items, pictures, documents, etc., as well as t-shirts, various 

taped media, photographs, and as many records, news-
letters, and other memorabilia. Housing the archives in a 
central office/intergroup, in a separate building, or at an-
other location entirely? Our repository is in 2 rooms of 
leased space, located at the Sahara Club, Portland, Maine. 
Our collection display cases and books are in 2 rooms of 
leased space at the Central Service Office, Portland, and 
Maine.  
Availability: Is the collection available to local AA members 
for research, tour, and or visits? Yes. Digitization: What 
materials have you digitized? How do you prioritize what 
to digitize and when? We are in the process of digitizing 
our cassette recording collection and essential documents. 
· Storing your digital archives: Do you use the cloud 
(private or public), external hard drive, computer, or some-
thing else? We have an external hard drive and a laptop. 
We will explore some cloud storage sometime in the fu-
ture. Setting up a new physical repository: What is (or was) 
your approach? What challenges did you encounter, and 
how did you address them? Until recently, our repository 
was the basement of the CSO, folks' garages, and base-
ments.  
We realized that damage was happening to some docu-
ments and set out to find a new space to house our reposi-
tory. The Committee searched and found a suitable loca-
tion in the Sahara Club. The Committee 
asked the Area and received the money to 
support this Rotation: What is your rota-
tion schedule for the Archivist, the archives 
committee chair, and committee mem-
bers? The Area 28 Archivist, and Area Alternate Archivist, 
shall serve a term of two years with the option to stand for 
reappointment for an unrestricted number of times. The 
Committee is composed of the Area Archivist (Archives 
Chairperson), Alternate Archivist, Secretary, District Ar-
chives Committee Chairman, District Chairs appointed to 
the Committee by the Area Chairperson, and anyone elect-
ed to the vote of the Area Assembly,                   cnt p.6 
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At a Glance 
 

District 6 met virtually on May 21 at 6:00 pm. There were 
14 people in attendance, two of those were non-voting, 
and four were GSR's. The meeting opened with passed 
motions to accept the previous meetings' minutes before 
moving into GSR reports and committee reports. Correc-
tions and Bridging the Gap chair reported no significant 
changes. AA meetings continue within the jail and the lo-
cal treatment center. The PI/CPI chair encouraged folks to 
talk to their medical professionals to offer helpful infor-
mation about AA. The Website Chair reported the rate of 
page views has remained steady and continued efforts to 
maintain the meeting lists with any updates. The news-
letter editor said production of the newsletter and posed a 
question about term limits to ensure continuity of service 
and be addressed at the next business meeting. The old 
business consisted of a review of the 71st General Service 
Conference, the results of which can be provided by the 
District, upon request. We also reviewed the results of the 
spring assembly for area 28. None of the proposed mo-
tions of this assembly passed. New business included dis-
cussing whether or not to hold meetings for the District in 
June and July; a motion was entertained and passed to 
skip them. The District will reconvene its meetings in Au-
gust. If one needed to reach out to District six, they could 
always use the emails listed on our website. There are 
concerns about updates to the website and meeting lists, 
but these can occur without a district business meeting. 

HELP WANTED 
The following positions are open at the District. 

ARCHIVES 
The right person for this position would be willing and able 
to maintain files and documents that 
are historic for the district and the districts meetings, as 
well as attend the monthly business meetings for district 
six and area. There is a recommended guideline of 2 or 
more years of sobriety and proficiency with computers. 
Further information can be found at the district six 
website or the monthly business meeting. 

FUNCTIONS CHAIR 
Looking for self-motivated person, willing and able to 
serve a 2 year term running a committee 
responsible for planning and throwing events for AA's in 
district 6. The role includes managing 
seed money, proposing events to the district committee 
and working with a team to throw each event as well as 
attending the monthly District meeting. More information 
can be found on the District website or the at the monthly 
business meeting. 

GRAPEVINE CHAIR 
Anyone willing and able to serve as grapevine chair should 
be prepared to attend monthly business meetings, bring 

subscription cards with them to any and all meetings 
attended as well as making the grapevine and subscrip-
tions to it available to AA’s and meetings in the area by 
encouraging people to read, contribute to and subscribe 
to our “meeting in print.” There is a suggestion is to have 6 
mos of sobriety before standing for this position.  

HOTLINE 
The hotline coordinator is responsible for attending 
monthly business meetings, maintaining and updating the 
phone list and connecting with CSO to share information. 
This will include reaching out to meetings and AA's in our 
District to get contact information so that we can continue 
to be actively involved in supporting those AA's in need 
who turn to the hotline for support. More information 
available on district six's website and at the business 
meeting. 

MEETING LIST 
This position is a two-year commitment to maintain a list 
of all meetings, times and locations in the district and to 
share said list with district secretary and webmaster so 
that it may be printed and distributed in the district. This 
position also updates this information with CSO. Further 
information can be found at the business meeting and on 
the District 6 Website. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Many of these positions are held with the intention of 
working with a larger committee. Current chairs seeking 
committee members include: The Website, The Grapevine 
and The Newsletter. If interested in pursuing more work in 
service at the district level this might be an excellent way 
to dive in without the commitment of a chair position. 
Please seek more information at the District Business 
Meeting.. 

FINANCIALS 
Beginning balance: $1,717.51 
Deposits: 
Sunrise Serenity $342.42 
Terry P. $35.00 
Let Go and Let God $30.00 
Total: $407.42 
Expenses: 
 GSO: $205.84 
 CSO: $205.84 
 Area 28: $205.84 
Total: $617.52 
Ending Balance: $1,507.41 
Prudent Reserve, Operating expenses: $350.00 
Functions seed money: $750.00 
Surplus: $407.41 
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. . .It Might Have Been the Time. . . 

BY: Lois  W 
I too needed spiritual development 
It is hard to say just when Alcoholics Anony-
mous began. It may have been at the time a 

friend came to see my husband, Bill. Or it may have been 
at the moment of Bill's spiritual experience. Most AAs feel 
it is the time six months later when he met Dr. Bob in Ak-
ron and, together, they started to help other alcoholics 
who wanted to be rid of their addiction. 
But for me it was the day I first saw the released expres-
sion on my husband's face. We had been married 17 
years, and were compatible and companionable. Our in-
terests were similar and we both deeply desired and 
strove for the other's welfare. The only, but considerable 
block to our happiness was Bill's uncontrolled drinking. In 
the early years he said that he could stop when he wanted 
and I thought I'd soon be able to make life so complete for 
him that he would wish to quit drinking entirely. Much 
later when he really did want to stop, he was absolutely 
unable to do so, and we both then became terribly con-
fused and frustrated. Oddly enough he had been in other 
matters a person of strong will power, but his will seemed 
to melt away where alcohol was concerned. In his remorse 
and disappointment he was a tragic and heart breaking 
figure. I too felt myself a failure, for despite every endeav-
or, I had not been able to help him in time, nor could I aid 
him in the least in his final struggle for freedom. 
TODAY I can talk and write about these intimate details of 
our life together. While Bill was drinking, I dared not even 
speak to my family about it and tried to hide the fact of his 
alcoholism in every way possible. Now that I have learned 
that Bill was actually a very sick man, that awful feeling of 
disgrace has left me. I have also learned how much help 
the telling of such experiences can be to those who are 
going through similar ones. After fifteen years in AA the 
old trying times are so far away and foreign to Bill's and 
my present way of life that it seems like the experience of 
someone else. 
AFTER Bill left the hospital for the last time, he began to 
think of the thousands of alcoholics who wanted to be rid 
of their malady. If they could be made to feel desperate 
enough, they might have a releasing experience just like 
his. He would hold before them the medical verdict that 
alcoholism was hopeless. So tirelessly, day and night, we 
worked. Our home was filled with alcoholics in various 
stages of sobriety. As many as five of them lived with us at 
one time. But none of them stayed sober for long. Then 
started a long process of trial and error, certain ideas were 
retained, but many discarded. 
It was in June 1935 that Bill went to Akron, Ohio on a busi-
ness trip. The venture failed. He finally contacted Dr. Bob, 

an Akron surgeon soon to become cofounder of Alcoholics 
Anonymous. Bob too wanted above all to stop drinking. 
He and his wife, Anne, had done everything they could. 
SOMETHING passed between these two men. There was 
real mutuality this time. By example they showed how it 
worked. Thus AA spread like a chain letter. 
Bill had learned a great deal. At first he had tried to put 
every alcoholic he met in the way of a spiritual experience 
just like his own. As AA grew, he realized that what had 
come to him in a few dramatic minutes usually dawns on 
others in months or years. Sometimes the alcoholic him-
self does not even realize his own development, though 
his words and actions soon speak for him, for he is doing 
now what, of himself, he was unable to do before. He is 
staying sober and helping other people as never before. 
He is gaining a serenity, a joy in living. 
WATCHING Bill and the other men at the meetings, I no-
ticed many of them had begun to grow by leaps and 
bounds. This made me look at myself. I had been given a 
sound religious upbringing and felt I had done for Bill all a 
good wife could do, although this was strangely mixed 
with a sense of failure. At first it never occurred to me that 
I too needed spiritual development. I did not realize that 
by living such an abnormal life I might have become twist-
ed, losing a sense of true values. After awhile I saw that 
unless I jumped on the bandwagon too, I would be left 
way behind. The AA Program I found could be most help-
ful to the non-alcoholic as well, a fact thousands of alco-
holics' relatives and friends now apply to their own lives. 
Those Clinton Street days are full of memories. Some of 
them are humorous, some tragic. But most of them bring 
back a warm glow of hope and courage, of friendship and 
rebirth. For the fellowship in AA is unique. Ties are made 
overnight that it would take years to develop elsewhere. 
No one needs a false front. All barriers are down. Some 
who have felt outcasts all their lives, now know they really 
belong. From feeling as if they were dragging anchor 
through life, they suddenly sail free before the wind. For 
now they can be of tremendous and peculiar use to others 
having a dire need like their own. 
Copyright. The AA Grapevine, Inc. February 1950, Reprint-
ed with permission. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The world seems to me excruciatingly, almost painfully 
beautiful at times, and the goodness and kindness of peo-
ple often exceed that which even I expect." Lois Wilson, co
-founder of The Al-Anon Family Groups and wife of Bill 
Wilson, was born Lois Burnham on March 4, 1891 at 182 
Clinton Street in Brooklyn Heights, New York.  



Someone wisely told me, "You never 
have to swallow words you don't speak." 
It took a long time to begin to understand 
what she and others were trying to teach 
me. But the light began to shine as I 

shared in the reading and discussion of Step 10 in the 12 & 
12. The words and phrases I highlighted still stare out at 
me. 
Self-restraint (Reprinted from the 12x12, pg.91 with per-
mission of AA World Services, Inc.)  mentioned FOUR 
times. Emotional hangover? New. 'Accurate' self-appraisal 
(reprinted from 12X12, pg.91, with permission of AA 
World Services, Inc.) A foreign concept - I was my own 
judge and not an objective one. AA taught me differently. I 
gagged on, "It is a spiritual axiom that every time we are 
disturbed, there is something wrong with us." (reprinted 
from the 12x12 pg. 90 with permission of AA World Ser-
vices, Inc.). Every time? Wrong with me? Yep, it proved 
true. "A burst of temper could spoil a day (Reprinted from 
the 12and 12 pg. 90, with permission of AA World Ser-
vices. Inc” Oh yes. I spoiled many a day with an ill-
tempered remark. Very few of my outbursts came close to 
being justified, although I thought they were (wry laugh 
here). I needed to develop the willingness to admit when I 
was wrong. But......but.........but! 
I began to see the truth in the statement that "When we 
speak or act hastily or rashly, the ability to be fair-minded 
and tolerant evaporates on the spot."  I continued to 
prove it, time and again, until I s-l-o-w-l-y learned to shed 
my armor and learn an ounce of restraint. Pause....think, 
think, think BEFORE I opened my mouth. Easy? Heck no, 
but worth it. And I also learned about a 'spot check' inven-
tory (that 'yuk feeling in my gut that said I stepped over a 
line). And to ask, "what's my motive"? It was rarely as no-
ble as I wanted to believe it was. 
Am I cured? Heck no. I am a loveable (at times) and very 
fallible human who often jumps to concussions and still 
believes that her way will [probably, maybe] work better. 
But today, I have Step 10.  It tells me to pause. To ask me 
what is Really going on, and to be able (far more often) to 
say, "I'm sorry, I'm wrong, I was out of place with my com-
ment, I'm back in my bad habits" - or some other acknowl-
edgment of my wrongful behavior. What freedom!!!! 
Step 10 reminds me, as my old 
friend told me that "Nothing pays off 
like restraint of tongue and pen 
(Reprinted from the 12 and 12 pg. 
91, with permission of AA World Ser-
vices. Inc.)."  I never have to apolo-
gize for something I didn't say or do! 
Carol G                                                                                               

 
 
 

                 
REPENTANCE 

In early sobriety, when the fog began to lift, I became 
acutely aware of the bad things I had done while drinking 
(and for that matter, even when I wasn't drinking).  I was 
never a blackout drinker, and I was always aware of when 
I had done something wrong. Still, I found that alcohol 
made it infinitely easier to avoid overthinking about it.  
During that time, I thought that if I felt sorry for what I had 
done and wished that I had never done it, I had repented. 
But I was wrong.  I now realize did I had never really expe-
rienced true repentance. 
The Greek word for "repentance" can be defined as ad-
mitting to God that we are sorry for our past sins and mak-
ing a resolution to be good in the future.  It is a standard 
definition, but it is not entirely accurate.  Emmet Fox tells 
us that the true meaning of metanoia is much more than 
admission and resolution, it is nothing less than a com-
plete change of mind.   
The word "repentance" does not appear in the Big Book of 
Alcoholics Anonymous, and yet it is one of the most criti-
cal elements in our program. Taking inventory and making 
amends are most assuredly essential steps to recovery, 
but steps four and nine are not all that there is to repent-
ance. The primary purpose for creating a painstaking effort 
to look squarely at the unhappiness we have caused is to 
bring about a change of mind. Bill W. tells us that without 
this change of mind, we can never find faith that works in 
daily living. Repentance is more than clearing things with 
those we have hurt -- it is about settling things with God. 
Temporary alterations in conditions are achieved by will-
power. Still, they are only temporary, and sooner or later, 
anything that seems to be accomplished in this way will 
disappear again, leaving everything worse than before. 
Repentance means understanding why our actions were 
wrong. Once we begin to develop this understanding, we 
can indeed believe that God has forgiven us and will help 
us lead a better life. One of the best reasons for believing 
in God is that only He gives us forgiveness on this most 
profound level. 
 We decide to turn our will and our lives over to the care 
of God as we understand Him. We can lie to other people, 
and we can lie to ourselves, but we cannot lie to God. 
Once we accept this as accurate, we begin to grow in the 
kind of humility necessary to maintain our spiritual condi-
tion. Repentance is not about brooding over your wrong-
doing. No one ever got clean by rolling around in the 
muck. Instead, you can come to believe that God can for-
give you and wants to help you. Repentance reminds you 
of just how much you are worth to God. 
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Long Form 
“Problems of money, property, and authority may easily 
divert us from our primary spiritual aim. We think, there-
fore, that any considerable property of genuine use to A.A. 
should be separately incorporated and managed, thus di-
viding the material from the spiritual. An A.A. group, as 
such, should never go into business. Secondary aids to 
A.A., such as clubs or hospitals, which require much prop-
erty or administration, should be incorporated and set 
apart so that the groups can freely discard them. Hence 
such facilities ought not to use the A.A. name. Their man-
agement should be the sole responsibility of those people 
who financially support them. For clubs, A.A. managers 
usually preferred. But hospitals and other places of recov-
ery ought to be well outside A.A. and medically super-
vised. While an A.A. group may cooperate with anyone, 
such cooperation ought never to go so far as affiliation or 
endorsement, actual or implied. An A.A. group can bind 
itself to no one.” 
From the foreword of the 12 & 12, “A.A.’s Twelve Tradi-
tions apply to the life of the Fellowship itself. They outline 
how A.A. maintains its unity and relates itself to the world 
about it, the way it lives and grows.” (Reprinted from the 
12 & 12 with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.) 

Summary: 
We keep it in house and remember Tradition 5: 
Would you be surprised if we told you that we found the 
solution to our worries about financial problems by work-
ing the sixth tradition in our lives? When we were drink-
ing, our primary purpose was pursuing sex and finances. In 
our early sobriety, we did the same thing by devoting our 
energy to acquiring “money, property, and prestige.” 
We were bankrupt idealists. “We are all perfectionists 
who were failing perfection, have gone to the other ex-
treme and settled for the bottle and the black-
out.” (Reprinted from the 12 & 12 p.156 with permission 
of A.A. World Services, Inc.) 
The areas that affected our money, property, and prestige 
were the areas we gave all our perfectionist energy. 
Without realizing it, we were losing our dedication to so-
briety from our primary purpose: carrying the message to 
the alcoholic who still suffers. 
It never occurred to us that God would take care of finan-
cial and relationship concerns a day at a time. If we would 
let go of them and trust his plan with the same patience, 
He had waited for us to come to him for sobriety. By de-
voting time and efforts to pursuing relationships and fi-
nances, we endorsed these things as our primary purpose 
by lending our names to their pursuit. 
The first half of Tradition Six will likely never occur if we 
stay focused on Tradition Five. The more we stick to carry-

ing the message, the fewer worries we have an incredible 
paradox. Bill Wilson comments: “The more A.A. sticks to 
its primary purpose, the greater will be its helpful influ-
ence everywhere.” (Reprinted from A.A., Comes of Age p. 
109 with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.) 

Step-Tradition Parallel: 
The sixth step poses the question how can we become 
entirely ready to remove our character defects? The an-
swer is in the sixth tradition describes our primary charac-
ter defects: the problems involved in seeking money, 
property, and prestige. The sixth tradition contains the 
solution to our issues, with cash, property, and reputation. 
The more primary our lives carrying the message be-
comes, the more minor problems of any kind we have 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ebby Thacher 
Alcoholics Anonymous can be traced to the Ox-
ford Group, a religious movement popular in the 
United States and Europe in the early 20th cen-
tury. Members of the Oxford Group practiced a 

formula of self-improvement by performing self-inventory, 
admitting wrongs, making amends, using prayer and medi-
tation, and carrying the message to others. 
In the early 1930s, a well-to-do Rhode Islander, Rowland 
H., visited the noted Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung for help 
with his alcoholism. Jung determined that Rowland's case 
was medically hopeless and could only find relief through 
a vital spiritual experience. Jung directed him to the Ox-
ford Group. 
Rowland later introduced fellow Vermonter Edwin 
("Ebby") T. to the group. The two men and several others 
were finally able to keep from drinking by practicing the 
Oxford Group principles. 
Ebby's schoolmates' friends from Vermont and a drinking 
buddy were Bill W. Ebby sought out his old friend at his 
home at 182 Clinton Street in Brooklyn, New York, to carry 
the message of hope. 
Bill W. had been a golden boy on Wall Street, enjoying suc-
cess and power as a stockbroker. Still, his promising career 
had been ruined by continuous and chronic alcoholism. 
Now, approaching 39 years of age, he learned that his 
problem was hopeless, progressive, and irreversible. He 
had sought medical treatment at Towns Hospital in Man-
hattan, but he was still drinking. 
Bill was, at first, unconvinced by Ebby's story of transfor-
mation and the claims of the Oxford Group. But in Decem-
ber 1934, after again landing in Towns hospital for treat-
ment, Bill underwent a powerful spiritual experience un-
like any he had ever known. His depression and despair 
were lifted, and he felt free and at peace. Bill stopped 
drinking and worked the rest of his life to bring that free-
dom and peace to other alcoholics. The roots of Alcoholics 
Anonymous were planted. 
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Area Committee, or Archives Committee. The Archives 
Committee Secretary is the Area 28 Panel Alternate Chair, 
Cooperation with other archivists: Are you in contact with 
other local archivists? If so, have you coordinated any 
events or activities with them? I am a new Archivist in 
2020 and look forward to many collaborations! Funding: 
How are your archives funded?  The Area 28 Archives 
Committee and AA members are supported solely by the 
Area. I will end with a couple of quotes from Nell Wing, 
the 1st General Service 
Office Archivist. "History 
is formed not by the ac-
tual events that occur, 
but by the preservation 
of records of those 
events. All else is even-
tually lost to us as a fel-
lowship". 
 
Mike S Area 28 Archivist 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
A Binge Drinker’s Blackout 

 
Is it true, to be an alcoholic, you have to have blackouts? 
The answer is no. Not all alcoholics have blackouts, but 
enough of us do, which makes this a topic worth mention-
ing. It is important to note that blackouts are not the same 
as passing out. It’s also important to note that binge drink-
ing, putting a vast amount of alcohol into the body, quickly 
causes a blackout. So you’re drinking up a storm in a black-
out, and those with you are obvious to your blackout 
state. The following day, if I quizzed the person about the 
previous night, a memory gap would exist. That’s because 
the neurotransmitters that typically take short-term 
memories and store them in our long-term files cannot 
work correctly. “How’d I get home?” says the drinker. 
The drinker in a blackout who gets home is fortunate. 
There have been stories of coming out of a blackout and 
realizing you swam two miles in the Atlantic or that you’ve 
ended up in an unfamiliar state or country. Or you made it 
home but didn’t know the person who’s sharing your bed 
with you. In one of my worst blackouts, I ended up walking 
down the middle of the Black Canyon Highway in Arizona. 
It was around midnight, and I was heading to a club in 
Phoenix. I didn’t know that I had been walking for two 
miles. Nor did I hear any car or truck sounds. When I came 
out of the blackout, a man in a jeep parked alongside the 
highway was hollering at me that a semi nearly hit me. I 
walked over to him and said that I had lost my car. Later, 
the police found it right-side-up in a six-foot ditch. I had no 

recollection. 
As a binge drinker and someone who has blackouts, I was 
lucky to survive that night. Before meeting friends at the 
club, the many drinks I had increased my blood alcohol 
content (BAC) levels to where I risked alcohol poisoning, 
mental confusion, irregular breathing, low body temper-
ature, vomiting, seizures, and, sometimes, death. The 
number of people who die each year from alcohol-related 
causes is 88,000. A person who excessively drinks, such as 
a binge drinker, has many negative consequences, from 
car crashes to chronic health problems, alcohol dependen-
cy, and addiction. My son is a perfect example of the 
worst-case scenario.  
For much of my son’s drinking career, he was a binge 
drinker. He didn’t see this as a problem, but it resulted in 
chronic health problems and dangerous blackouts, and a 
physical dependency on alcohol over time. Then, when his 
partner told him to leave, which temporarily placed him in 
a hotel room, he drank to forget. And that’s what hap-
pened. The coroner said that he more than likely went 
into a blackout and then into a coma. After that, his body 
shut down, and he died. My son was 47 years old, 
and he left behind two young boys. And he 
thought he could control his binge drinking. A 
binge drinker’s blackout can take him two miles 
out to sea, to a different country, waking up with 
strangers, or alcohol poisoning and death. It’s 
much more severe than the binge drinker thinks. 
It’s best to stop before starting.. 

Shirley S 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
5 and 10 

It took five years to find them, and once I found them, I 
was told it would take another five years to learn how to 
play with them. What am I talking about newcomers? My 
marbles. 
With the help of a sponsor and the 12 steps, a home group 
and a job in that home group, lots of meetings and phone 
numbers, and a higher power who I choose to call God, 
one day at a time, I have found my marbles. The trouble is 
they’ve been randomly rolling around for a year now, and 
I am feeling like a beginner all over again. 
I have thoughts and feelings that I don’t have to drink over 
today. Still, I need to pick up the phone and call another 
alcoholic or my sponsor to help me sort out this growing 
awareness. Each day brings a new opportunity to do the 
next right thing, ask that thy will be done (not mine), 
pause when I am agitated, and most importantly, ask for 
help. I will need the help of other alcoholics until my mar-

bles stop rolling, which I figure will be about 
the end of time. 

Anne L 
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